It has been widely recognized that many future database applications, including engineering processes, manufacturing and communications, will require some kind of rule based reasoning. In this paper we study methods for storing and manipulat ing large rule bases using relational database management systems. First, we provide a match ing algorithm which can be used to efficiently iden tify applicable rules. The second contribution of this paper, is our proposal for concurrent execution strategies which surpass, in terms of performance, the sequential OPS5 execution algorithm. The pro posed method is fully parallelizable, which makes its use even more attractive, as it can be used in parallel computing environments.
Introduction
It has been widely recognized that many future database applications, including engineering processes, manufacturing and communications, will require some kind of rule based reasoning. It is conceivable that a large knowledge base cannot, and perhaps should not, for space reasons, reside in main memory. This is exactly the point where DataBase Management Systems (DBMS) come to play. However, applications such as the ones men tioned above, require control mechanisms much more sophisticated than the ones current DBMS's can offer (simple value matching). For this reason a lot of research effort has been devoted to study ing the support of more advanced control mechan isms in database environments, such as rules, deductive inference, recursion, and forward chain ing, to name a few.
Commercial DBMS's have limited capabilities for supporting such mechanisms. For example, deductive rules can be "simulated" using views, though without allowing multiple or recursive rule definitions. Deductive inference can then be achieved through query modification. In the case of multiple and recursive definitions new execution mechanisms need to be incorporated [1, 16] . More general kinds of rule systems, such as production rule systems [11] , are harder to incorporate because they require mechanisms to propagate updates to the database, in contrast to deduction which just retrieves data from the database.
Existing relational systems have some limited rule subsystems in the form of integrity control and protection subsystems. Updates are "filtered" and performed only if several user-defined con straints are met. In a general production rule sys tem environment, updates to the database may trigger the firing of some rules, which in turn may perform several updates to the database, etc. This control mechanism introduces several sub-problems to be solved, such as, how to efficiently trap updates, how to process actions of rules that have been triggered, and what kind of low-level support is needed for all the above. The problem of sup porting production systems efficiently in a database environment will be the focus of this paper.
The organization of the paper is as follows: Sec tion 2 introduces the problem and surveys previous work in the area. Then in Section 3 we study the solution that the Artificial Intelligence (AI) com munity favors and discuss its advantages and disadvantages. Section 4 then looks at various ways of implementing production systems in a DBMS environment and compares them to the AI approach. In Section 5 we briefly discuss execution strategies that allow for concurrent processing of qualifying rules and we conclude this paper in Sec tion 6 with a summary and future research issues. The reader is referred to [17] for a more detailed presentation.
Production Rule Systems
Both the DBMS and AI community have been studying problems related to production rules, usu ally under different contexts. Hanson [10] offers a very good discussion of past and recent research. In the following, we first describe the problem that is of interest and then present some of the basic approaches.
Rules
In the area of expert systems, a production sys tem program is a collection of Condition-Action statements, called productions or rules. The condi tion part of a production is referred to as the LHS (left-hand side) of the production; similarly, the action part is called the RHS (right-hand side) of the production. Rules operate on data stored in a global database, called working memory (WM). A production system repeatedly performs the follow ing operations, and in the sequence they are presented
Match
For each rule r, determine if LHS(r) is satisfied by the current WM contents. If so, add the qualifying rule to the conflict set.
Select
Select one rule out of the conflict set; if there is no such rule, halt.
Act
Perform the actions in the RHS of the selected rule. This will change the content of the WM and new rules may have to be fired.
The above procedure implies that two significant problems must be solved. First, one needs a fast way for performing the first step, i.e. finding qual ifying rules. This may not be important in an environment with a few rules but becomes critical in the case of large rule bases and/or when secon dary storage is used to store the WM elements. Second, the process of selecting one rule out of the conflict set may be very complicated, depending on the application. One may use priorities or, in gen eral, order rules according to some static or dynamic criteria and then fire the rules in that order. Another way, which is of practical impor tance in a database environment, would be to allow all selected rules to execute in parallel and let the concurrency control manager of the DBMS take care of concurrent accesses to the same data by serializing updates. We discuss this problem further in Section 5. In the remaining of this sec tion and the following two sections, we focus on the problem of efficient matching.
The AI Way
The most representative approach to efficient matching has been the Rete Match Algorithm [8] used in the OPS5 system [7] . The Rete algorithm compiles the LHS condition elements into a binary discrimination network. Elements that are inserted to or deleted from the system are input into the discrimination network and flow through its nodes. Each node of the network stores tokens corresponding to WM elements that satisfy the net work, i.e. the conjunction of the condition elements above that node. Example 1: Suppose that we have a LHS condition of the form C\ A C2 A C3 ■ • • A Cn Figure 1 shows the discrimination network built. The output from the network is all the applicable productions whose LHS is satisfied, i.e. the conflict set. In addition to that, the tokens that satisfy the above LHS's are also output. □
The DB Way
Previous work relative to production systems has focused on database triggers and alerters. A trigger is a condition and an associated action to be executed if the database comes to a state that makes the condition true. An alerter is a trigger that sends a message to a user or an application program if its condition is met. Triggers have been studied by Eswaran in [6] [18] . When a user update U is processed, the system must find all triggers that might have to be fired because of U. Of course, depending on the complexity of the algorithm that looks for satisfiable conditions, the system may awaken a trigger even when it should not (false drops). In [19] , mechanisms to efficiently detect qualifying rules in a DBMS environment have been suggested (rule indexing).
A I Indexing Techniques
In this section we present in more detail the most prominent AI technique for rule indexing and not meet either qualification, it is discarded. Oth erwise it is propagated to the successors of the qualifying node of the network. In case a check is performed at a two-input node, and a matching value is not found at the corresponding join branch, the tuple is queued up at the network waiting for a future arrival of a matching tuple. When such a tuple comes through the network, the result of the join is propagated to the successors of the two-input node. Finally, if a token makes it all the way till the "bottom" of the Rete Network, a rule or set of rules have qualified and the system adds these rules to the conflict set, together with the token that caused the rule to become active. the system so that future' arrivals can be checked, for matching. We will denote the two relations used to store the tokens that correspond to the left and right input of a two-input merge node by LEFT 
A D B M S A pproach
Working in a DBMS environment may call for several modifications to the direct implementation of the previous section. In the following we, study two different approaches.
E lim inating R edundancy
The first alternative is to treat the LHS of each rule as a query to be evaluated against working memory elements, thus eliminating the need of any redundant storage. This has also been proposed in [12] . Instead of storing a large number of inter mediate relations, we will only need to store one relation per class of working memory (WM) ele ments. Each relation records all the conditions related to that particular class of WM elements. The number of relations is thus equal to the number of classes which is relatively small com pared to the number of intermediate relations used in a Rete Network. Moreover, the number of these relations is also independent of the number of the rules. We discuss the data structures and the algo rithms involved in this implementation, in the fol lowing two sub-sections. For variable-free condition elements, a simple selection on COND-C is sufficient. The correspond ing Check bit is then set in the RULE-DEF relation. For condition elements with variables, the pro cedure is more complicated. A join of related WM relations is needed to determine if a specific condi tion is satisfied. In the simple two-way join case, however, the join degenerates into a selection on the WM relation. For example, the insertion of tuple (Emp Mike Dl) causes the selection on rela tion Dept for tuples (Dl Toy 1 *) and (Dl Shoe 1 *)• Deletion of tuples is handled similarly. For multiple-join conditions, the system will have to come up with optimal plans for pro cessing the queries that correspond to the LHS's of the various rules. In general, the performance of the system largely depends on the efficiency of pro cessing joins.
In terms of space, this algorithm is much better than the Rete Network because no intermediate results are stored. On the other hand, the speed may be slower in some cases, since re-computation of joins is necessary whenever a change is made to the working memory. One advantage of this alter native is that the order of joins is not fixed and can be optimized by the DBMS, compared to the fixed access plan of a Rete Network. In addition, for the case of variable-free conditions, that is sin gle relation conditions, one can use intelligent indexing techniques such as R -trees [9] or R +-trees [15] , as suggested in [19] , to check if a given tuple satisfies conditions stored in the COND rela tions.
A second alternative seeks to avoid re computation of joins by propagating changes and storing them in the COND relations of the affected classes. This approach is detailed in the next sub section.
T he N ew A pproach
The main design goal of our approach is to speed up the matching process. We introduce the idea of matching patterns which alleviates the problem of recomputation. As above, we first describe the data structures used and then the algorithms for handling insertions and deletions of tuples.
T rading space for tim e
Variable free conditions are handled in exactly the same way as in the simplified algorithm, and therefore are omitted in the discussion below. Each tuple in the COND relation has the following attributes: Tuples with a 00 entry in the Mark column correspond to original condition tuples. Notice that when B(4,7,b) is inserted, the last tuple in COND-B causes R3 to be put in the conflict set because all Mark bits are set. □ Due to space limitations the algorithms for sup porting deletions as well as negated conditions in rules is omitted. The basic algorithm is very simi lar to the insertion algorithm discussed above; for more details the reader is referred to [17] .
D iscussion
There are several parameters that we can use to compare our approach to the previously mentioned alternatives. Tim e: Matching is very fast with our approach because only a single search over a COND relation is necessary. The propagation cost, is the same as the cost incurred by a Rete Network. Our approach is easily parallelizable, since propagation of changes can be performed in parallel to all the COND relations. In contrast to that, the Rete Network method is highly sequential. More impor tant, in our approach, the conflict set is updated first, and then the maintenance process follows. In the Rete algorithm, propagation through the discrimination network must precede the updates to the conflict set; rule execution is thus delayed further. Space: Clearly, our approach consumes a lot of space for storing matching patterns. As mentioned above, this is a trade-off between matching time and space. Notice that the matching patterns are actually the result of joins we have so far com puted plus other associated information. There fore, we are doing the join in an incremental way, thus reducing processing time. Compared to the Rete Network, the results of joins are stored in a better form (COND relations), so that matching is reduced to a search and can be done efficiently. Dept tuples. POSTGRES will of course check the conditions of the rules before the corresponding actions are performed, but that will incur unneces sarily high computation cost.
P rocessing A pplicable R ules
Productions placed in the conflict set must be executed. In the Rete network implementation of OPS5, in each cycle, a single production and its corresponding tokens is selected. Applying the RHS actions changes the WM elements and eventu ally updates the conflict set.
In our implementation, matching pattern tuples representing satisfied productions do not include identifiers to corresponding WM elements. The attribute values of each matching pattern provides a selection criterion to select the corresponding tuples from the WM relations. Changes made to WM relations will trigger the maintenance algo rithm to update the COND relations and generate matching patterns for satisfied productions.
Clearly, each production and its combinations of tuples from the WM relations, can be treated as a transaction. The Rete implementation is a serial execution strategy of these transactions. In [17] we explore a concurrent execution strategy, for our DBMS implementation. We use serializability to show that the proposed concurrent execution is equivalent to a particular serial execution strategy (in the Rete implementation). Assuming a basic locking strategy, serializability requires that appropriate locks be placed on both the WM and COND relations and not be released until some logical commit point is reached. The interested reader is referred to [17] for further details.
There are several benefits to concurrent execu tion. First, the number of operations that must execute in a non-interleaved fashion measures the time of execution. In the best case, neglecting locking overhead, this will be proportional to the maximum number of updates to any WM relation or COND relation. In the worst case, this will reduce to the time for a serial execution. A second measure that is proposed is the number of serializ able schedules equivalent to a single serial schedule. This measure is proportional to the number of pos sible choices of actions that can be executed at any instant. Details of these estimates are in [14] .
C onclusions
We have studied the problem of storing, main taining and using large production rule bases. As the problem of maintaining a set of conditionaction rules is the same as the problem of main taining materialized views and triggers, our method can be used for these latter problems as well. The approach we have taken achieves locali zation of the match procedure in the sense that a single relation has to be checked in order to decide if an inserted or deleted tuple renders a rule appli cable for firing. This feature not only is suitable for relational DBMS's but in addition makes our method easily parallelizable.
Our current work focuses on the details and the optimization of the proposed approach. First, we examine the ways in which multiple query process ing and optimization algorithms can be applied to provide optimal Rete Networks. Although our approach does not assume any global execution strategy, we are interested to conduct a perfor mance analysis of the original Rete Network, a Rete Network which has been optimized using multiple-query processing heuristics and our approach. Second, we look into the details and the extensions needed to R+-trees in order to use them as fast matching devices on COND relations. Finally, we study the properties and performance 411
